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World Radiography Day
2013
Geriatric Medical Imaging: Current &
Future Practice Considerations
8th - 10th November 2013
Berjaya Times Square Hotel, Kuala Lumpur
The Malaysian Society of Radiographers
chooses to celebrated 2013 World
Radiography Day by organising a two and
half day seminar in one of the famous hotel
at the heart of Kuala Lumpur. The theme of
the conference was “Geriatric Medical
Imaging: Current & Future Practice
Consideration
MSR was much honored to have the
deputy director general of health, Y. Bhg.
Datuk DR. Jeyaindran Tan Sri Sinnadurai to
officiate our event. At the same time, we
were very privileged to have Dr. Michael
Ward, the president of the International
Society of Radiographers and Radiological
Technologist (ISRRT) to deliver the key
note lecture on the theme. We were also
fortunate too to have Dr. Alexander Sandy
Yule, the CEO of ISRRT, to share with us
the role and functions of ISRRT.
On the first day of the seminar, the main
speaker was Dr. Lee Joon Kiong. He talked
at great length on the important technical
aspects on bone densitometry (BMD).
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At night, there was a simple yet memorable
gala dinner. There were stage
performances from University Malaya
undergraduate students and invited
performers from Kuala Lumpur General
Hospital. A multimedia presentation
prepared by the MSR EXCO shows the
progress of radiology services within the
Malaysian healthcare system. Participants of
the gala dinner had a very enjoyable night
especially for those who were called up to
receive their lucky draw presents.
The highlight of the gala dinner was the
moment when the ISRRT president and
CEO were called up upon the stage
accompanied by present and past MSR
presidents as well as EXCO for a ribbon
cutting ceremony. There was also an award
presentation, in which a memento was
handed over to outstanding MSR members
who had greatly contributed to this
association.
On the second day of the seminar, the
topics of the presentations include various
diagnostic and interventional examinations
related to the geriatric population. There
was also an experience sharing session
when one of the speakers shared her
More on page 2...
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experience when she underwent total knee replacement
procedure.
Third day of the seminar was filled up by presentations
related to oncology. Presenters include both junior and
senior radiation therapist as well as one with academic
background.
This is a simple, beneficial and memorable seminar which
was graced by the presence of ISRRT CEO and president.

Y. Bhg. Datuk DR. Jeyaindran Tan Sri Sinnadurai (deputy
director general of health) officiating Geriatric Medical
Imaging Seminar organized by Malaysia Society of
Radiographers.

Visiting booths set up by vendors.
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Performance by undergraduate students of University Malaya.

World Radiography Day official ceremony during the gala
dinner.
From left:Tn Hj. Mahfuz, En. Abdul Hadi Jabir, Dr. Mohd.
Hanafi, Dr. Alexander Sandy Yule, Dr. Michael Ward,
Madam Chan Lai Kuan, Madam Jemiliah Rouse, Dr. Sulaiman
Mat Dom, Tn. Hj. Idris.

Cultural performance by Kuala Lumpur General Hospital
staffs.

Exco members accompanied by ISRRT VIPs at the cake cutting ceremony.
From left: Mr. Sawal Marsait, Mr. Andy, Mr. Zul Iskandar,
Mr. Muhammad Faizal Abdullah, Mr. Mazli Mohamad Zin,
Dr. Alexander Sandy Yule, Dr. Michael Ward, Madam Chan
Lai Kuan, Madam Zaidah Maspin, Mr. Abdullah, Mr. Mohamad Norman Nordin, Madam Zaileha Bt Ismail, Madam Sarah
Lee Abdullah

Appreciation memento for Madam Jemiliah Rouse, Tn. Hj. Idris, Madam Noor Khairi Ibrahim
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
In November we have organized the Geriatric Seminar and
celebrated the World Radiography Day. We have the honour of having the ISRRT president Dr. Michael Ward and the
CEO Dr Alexander Sandy Yule with us. We have specially
selected speakers to present on special topics that mainly
focussed on geriatric imaging and oncology. Special emphasis
was on osteoporosis imaging in view of this silent medical
problem that is going to be the challenge for health care professional in the next decade. The speakers have shared with
us their precious knowledge and experiences. I was rather
impressed with the latest CT technology on Gem Stone detector. There are so many things that I have gained through
this seminar and I hope the same goes to all participants. My
sincere appreciation goes to all companies that have supported us in making this seminar a success. They have participated in the exhibition, the workshop, the lucky draw and
also sponsoring the speakers and some members. Without
their support it would be hard for us to organize a seminar
of such magnitude.

Greetings and Warmest Regards to all
of you!
Time flies by so quickly and before we
know it, we’re already at the end of the
year. Soon, we will be ushering 2014. I
hope that 2013 has been a good and
productive year for all of you. Maybe, you have or are still
facing life crisis or challenges at the moment. I pray and ask
that the mighty God will be with you and see you through
all lives’ ups and downs. May He give us hope for the year
ahead of us!
Coming back to Malaysian Society of Radiographers, looking
at what we have done for the 2nd half of 2013. We did not
accomplish everything we planned, but have achieved and
progressed from what we were before June 2013. We also
have a very meaningful event in November and hence made
the closing of 2013 rather memorable.
In September a few of the executive members have attended the 28th Singapore-Malaysia Radiographers’ Conference
held at the NUHS Auditorium, National University Hospital
Singapore from the 13-15th September 2013. This time the
conference was held in conjunction with The 1st SingaporeHong Kong-Taiwan -Malaysia Radiation Therapists Symposium. It was a very successful conference. The program was
well drawn up with theme papers, international papers,
proffered papers and workshops on professional accountability and excellence as well as dose reduction. There were
separate proffered papers for the Radiotherapy and students. There were trade exhibitions as well as poster
presentations. The 3 days were packed with academic and
social activities. We enjoy good meals and city tour with a
night river cruise savouring the scenic Singapore City. The
international guests were invited to a dinner at the Sentosa
Island restaurant and also one Middle East restaurant for a
different experience. It was another good conference for all
of us who had participated. One special mention is our radiographer from University Malaya Medical Centre (UMMC)
has also won the best presentation award for her Bsc. project paper in the student presentation session.
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The World Radiography Day gala dinner was celebrated in a
modest manner. MSR managed to gather some of our past
presidents and executive members to be with us. The students form University Malaya as well as MSR have put up a
multimedia show on journey of Radiography and Malaysian
Society of Radiographers. MSR hope this will be the beginning for us to work on the history of radiography in Malaysia
and MSR. We will appreciate if our members can contribute
to this noble task by sending us articles or photos.
There are some disheartening happenings for radiographers
in 2013. We have mourned the loss of our radiographer
from Seremban Hospital who met with a road accident.
There are others that left us and returned to the maker due
to illness. MSR sent our condolences to their families and
loved ones. We apologised if we may have missed some. We
would like to remind all members to inform MSR so that we
can keep members updated.
The most shocking news in 2013 for us radiographers was
that of Law from Taiping. He was the talk of the town when
he had injured the hospital director in March. Apparently he
4

others with problems; by all means do good and distance
our self from evil deeds.

was having depression and the saddest thing is he finally ended his own life by committing suicide. He has become the
past. How many of us actually look at this issue and ponder
deeper than what is being discussed over coffee table. This
happening disturbed me tremendously. I just wondered how
many of our radiographers out there are facing life crisis,
going through depression and needs support and care from
their colleagues and their bosses? How many of us in our
busy daily schedule, pause and look around us to see the
needs of others? How many of us need help and do not
know where to seek advice and assistance? How many of us
are quick in condemning, fault seeking and ready to attack
when thing do not favour us?

We have planned a few activities for 2014. Please check our
web-site for the announcement. Our AGM will be in Kota
Bahru by end of March (28-29th). Try to set aside 21-23 August for the 1st South East Asia Radiographers’ Conference
in Malacca. It will be in conjunction with the 2nd Radiation
Therapy Symposium. Please let us know if you need us to
help you to organize courses for CPD. We can tailor made
courses to your needs.
Last but not least. I would like to take this opportunity to
wish all a successful and prosperous 2014

In the years to come, I guess life may not have a drastic turn
to better or worse. However, we must always hope for the
best. As usual, all of us will have New Year resolutions. I
sincerely ask that no matter what our New Year resolutions
are, do remember to also add in the human element ; be
kind , care and love the people around us; be less calculative
and mean; be less selfish and more helpful; be sensitive to
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THE 19TH ASIA AND AUSTRALASIA CONFERENCE OF RADIOGRAPHERS AND RADIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGISTS SEEN
THROUGH MY GLASSES
THE COUNT DOWN TO AACRT

From here on, I started preparing for my trip to Chiang Mai,
Thailand. Being a public servant, it was pertinent to seek
approval from the Ministry of Health prior to making a trip
abroad. All the details were sorted out for the trip and
forms were submitted for approval. The approval came in
just in time so that travel and lodging plans could be organised. No doubt I was nervous about the whole planning and
all but at the same time I was determined to attend this conference. As I was well aware that our Society President and
many other Malaysian delegates would be attending, I kept in
constant contact with her to get her advice on the travel
plans to the conference. She was helpful and provided the
necessary assistant I needed.

The Asian-Australasia Conference of Radiographers and
Radiological Technologist (19TH AACRT) was held from
the 16TH – 18TH January, 2013 at the Lotus Pang Suan
Kaew Hotel in Chiang Mai, Thailand. The theme for this
conference was ‘Role of Experts in Radiation Medicine’. I
came to know about this conference when Dr. Napapong
Pongnapang made a special announcement during the 27TH
Malaysian Singapore Radiographers Conference (MSRC) in
Sarawak last year. He had eagerly welcomed Malaysian delegates to attend the conference with an offered of reduction
in registration fees. Armed with the best presenter award
during the 27th MSRC, I was keen to attend and participate
as speaker at the 19th AACRT. Within me there was a
burning desire to participate and share my research paper
with an international audience. From a student radiographer
till now as a Senior Radiographer, I have participated in the
AACRT twice which was in 1997 and 2009.

Though I may have made a few international travels, but
when it comes to travelling alone I do get quite nervous. On
the 16th of January, 2013, as I boarded my flight in the
morning to Chiang Mai, Thailand, Praise the Lord I met my
Senior Radiographer, Mr. Toh and made acquaintance with
another Malaysian radiographer. Having met fellow Malaysians when making this trip was such a relief, suddenly my
spirit was lifted and I began to look forwards to my new adventure in Chiang Mai.

Attending the AACRT was also an avenue to meet people
from the Asia and Australasia region who were all from the
same field. With the advice of my supervisor, Associate
Professor Kanaga Kumari Chelliah the abstract was prepared and was submitted to the organising committee of
the conference for acceptance. However, it was taking
sometime and I was anxious while waiting for the reply.
With the help from the President of the Malaysian Society
of Radiographers, finally I received an email acknowledging
the receipt of the abstract and also an official letter of acceptance to participate as a speaker at the conference.
Though there was mixed feelings of joys and worry but I
pushed myself forward as it was a great honor representing
Malaysia to impart findings on the research of image quality
in Mammography that was conducted out in Malaysia.
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16TH January, 2013
On arrival, we took a ride on a local transportation to the
hotel. The vehicle was a cross between a van and an open
truck. It was unique as it had wood carvings on the outside
and very spacious in the inside. Sadly I don’t have pictures to
show, but it was quite an interesting scenic ride to the hotel.
The conference started in the afternoon after lunch so we
had time to rest and dress appropriately.
The opening ceremony was really amazing; a splendor of
6

colour and tradition. The AACRT bell was ushering in ceremoniously by nice looking Thai girls and guys dressed in
their traditional costume. They danced and paraded from
the entrance of the hall to the stage where the bell was
place on an altar for displayed. The president from the various countries was accompanied by Thai girl that carried the
Chiang Mai famous umbrella to the stage to be introduced.
The screens also displayed special notes on the country during the introduction. It was a grand opening ceremony, truly
authentic and truly very Thai in origin.

Khatijah, the famous open food market in Kelantan suddenly
came alive in Thailand. We were welcomed to savour all the
local dishes and drinks for free. We also got to sample their
local sweet cakes. Though most of the food had a real tongue
twister name to it, its flavor was very unique. One dish that
comes to mind is the soupy curry dish which was served with
a special type of noodles. It was similar to the Malaysian Curry noodle (Laksa Kedah) just with a Thai twist to it.
After awhile we were eventually allowed to walk into the hall.
We were surprised as there were no tables and chairs!! We
were all expected to sit down crossed legged to have dinner.
The organizing committees were very considerate as they
made arrangements for the Muslim delegates to be served
with ‘Halal’ food. This occasion gave way for many delegates
to let loose and enjoy themselves. The organizing committee
organized several performances and lucky draws. The performances were fantastic and definitely different from what we
Malaysian are used to. The final lucky draw was an Apple
Ipod…all of a sudden my handphone number was read out
and I was the lucky one who won the latest Ipod!!! What a
feeling of shock and excitement to receive it.

The conference was officiated by the H.E. the Governor of
Chiang Mai and was followed by the 8th Dr.Supoj Angkaew
Honorary Lecture titled ‘Making x-rays safer for patients and
staff in the world’ which was delivered by Professor Madan
Rehani, from the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA). Subsequently there was an Educational Forum on
International Radiography moderated by Dr. Maria Law from
Hong Kong who is also the Vice President of the International Society of Radiographers and Radiological Technologist (ISRRT, Asian-Australasia Region). Issue on international
accreditation was one of the discussed topics.

The dinner finished by 10.30pm, but that was not all for that
night, we were all been requested to gather in the courtyard.
Then we were told to be in groups of four and were given a
paper lantern each to be lit up and air lifted into the air to
form the ‘floating lights’. It was such a beautiful experience,
something that is uncommon to us Malaysians.

17TH January, 2013
The day started off with a paper presented by Professor Michael Ward, the President of the ISRRT with the title ‘Roles
of International Radiological Technologists Professional Society’. It was a very inspirational and enlightening presentation
that was delivered with such enthusiasm and passion. The
following theme papers were delivered by the President of
the Japanese Association of Radiological Technologist on the
‘Role of the Radiological Technologists during the Fukushima
Nuclear Accident’ and another presentation by a Thai Professor titled ‘My perspective on Radiological Technology in
Thailand: From the Past to Present and Continuing to the
Future’. After lunch, the foreign delegates were given the
opportunity to go on either the Hospital tour (Sriraj Hospital), University tour or City tour.

We were ferried back to the hotel again by the ‘Tuk Tuk’.
Some of us Malaysians ended up riding with a few Bhutanese
Radiographers. It was an interesting ride as we shared stories
of how the radiography profession was in our respective
countries.

18TH JANUARY, 2013
The presentations started at 8.30am sharp. There were a variety of topics presented by delegates namely in Radiation
Therapy, Nuclear Medicine, Dosimetry, Radiography, Radiography Education and Professional Practice, Intervention, Clinical Applications, Computed Tomography and Magnetic Resonance Imaging. All in there were 58 presentations in total,
whereby there were 47 oral presentations and 11 poster
presentations. The programme book was incorporated with
the abstract of both posters and oral presentations. Besides

The Gala dinner was one of a kind, it was held at the Khum
Phucome in Chiang Mai itself. We were ferried there by the
local ‘Tuk Tuk’, it was a nice experience. On arriving at the
venue, we were invited to the verandah of the dinner hall
where we had to remove our footwear and place it at a designated area. On the opposite site, it was as if the Pasar Siti
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that it was very detailed as to the lectures, venue and time
slots so that delegates could choose to attend the lectures
of their choice as the oral presentations were held concurrently at three different function rooms that were adjacent
to each other.

on the previous day. I quickly approached the organizing
committee who advised me to calm down and told me to
save my presentation using a thumb drive into the computer.
I was quite disheartened by this, but there was no choice. I
was scheduled to present at 9.20am – 9.40am.

This was my big day…not the day of my marriage but rather the day of my presentation during the conference.
Though I have had the experience of presenting in many
conferences and seminars but I always have butterflies in my
tummy. Firstly I was tired due to the late night after the gala
dinner. I woke up slightly late. Late according to my standards, as I would have normally woke up early to practice
several times before my presentation. Anyway I managed to
practice once before going down for my presentation.

Professor Mary Lovegrow OBE took on the reins to introduce me as the next speaker, I quickly went forward saved
my presentation and started on time without much delay.
The title of my presentation was ‘Evaluation of image quality
criteria and diagnostic efficacy with digital mammography
(DSPM & FFDM). As I was in my 3rd or 4th slide Professor
Michael Ward, the President of the ISRRT walked into the
function room. The moment that happened I told myself no
panicking, do my best, actually that was all I could do. I managed to finish my presentation within the allotted time. Surprisingly Professor Mary Lovegrow OBE, did not ask any
question(s) but a delegate from Philippines asked a question
on the methodology of the research that was carried out.
The question posed was manageable….Praise The LORD, I
could handle it. Though the information enquired was already stated during presentation, I further elaborated on it
for better understanding.

MY MOMENT OF TRUTH
Based on the tentative programme that was e-mailed to us
presenters, my presentation slot was between 9.20am –
9.30am at the San Pa Teung (Room2). Within the same email also information on who would be my chairperson and
the co-chairperson for my session. The moment I noticed
Professor Mary Lovegrow’s name as my chairperson I was
already fretting in Malaysia. The first time I saw her was in
the 27th MSRC in Sarawak. She had the knack to ask interesting mind boggling question to oral presenters. So I was
nervous that I was in direct target for Professor Mary
Lovegrow OBE to ask all these questions.

There was a great sense of relief that it was finally over…
that I had completed my presentation without any major
glitches. As I returned to my seat after my presentation, my
Malaysian colleagues congratulated me on a job well done. I
also received similar comments from delegates from Academicians from the Philippines. As I sat down I realized I was
sitting directly in front of Professor Michael Ward. I was
nervous to even turn around and smile and introduce myself.
Then as the session ended I plucked the courage to introduce myself to Professor Michael Ward whom I met during
the 17th ISRRT in Toronto, Canada. He was a very nice gentleman, who also congratulated me on the job well done and
stated that I presented ‘like a seasoned presenter’. I accepted
his compliments graciously even though I was shaking within.
As I walked out of the function room to join my fellow Malaysian colleagues for the lunch break, the Bhutan President
of The Radiographers told that I delivered my presentation
well. Next thing I knew, Professor Mary Lovegrow OBE approached me, saying that she wanted to have a word with
me and here I was thinking OH No!!!....she is going to ask me
something which I hope I have the sense to answer…..but
instead she said what an excellent job, very interesting sub-

Whatever the case maybe I was determined to attend and
above all present at the AACRT so there was no turning
back for me. It was a matter of pride, I had to do this for
me and I was not a chicken. Above all I had to do it for Malaysia. To those who are not aware…. Professor Mary
Lovegrow OBE (Order of the British Empire) a title that
was awarded to her for her services to Allied Health Care
last year. She is hails from the United Kingdom and currently holds the position as the London South Bank University
Faculty of Health and Social Care International Lead.
As the chairperson for this session she was very clear and
strict that all presenters should keep within the time allocated. As there were 5 presenters before me, I noticed my
slides were not down loaded into the computer that was
being used for the presentation. I was fretting wondering
what went wrong when I had downloaded my presentation
SINARAN DECEMBER 2013
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ject matter and encouraged me to write up my study to the
Radiographics Journal.

and so it was me. I went up on stage to receive the
‘Certificate of Merit’ from the ISRRT President himself….which was such a great honor….Malaysian flag was
flying high as Malaysia won among the other countries.

I left the room feeling a sense of fulfillment that my presentation was appreciated by a number of people. After lunch a
forum on ‘Role Extension on Radiography Practice’ involving
Professor Mary Lovegrow OBE, Ms. Tan Chek Wee
(President of the Singapore Society of Radiographers) and
Professor Samlee Mankhetkorn took place. It was a very
interesting and exciting discussion that was positive in nature. This session concluded at around 4.30pm which was
followed by the tea break. As we walked in from tea break, I
was informed by Mdm .Noor Khairi, Senior Radiographer,
from Hospital Kuala Lumpur and also the Executive Member
of the Malaysian Society of Radiographers that the Thai organizing committee was looking for me. As the surname
mentioned was Rajendran and she mentioned it was for an
award. I told her she must have mistakenly heard, from
what I know there is no award mention anywhere.

CONCLUSION
The experience during the ‘19th AACRT’ is something that I
would forever cherish, as I had made my country proud and
receiving an award from a distinguished guest was a great
honor. Though there were multitudes of presentations at
this conference……the research conducted in Malaysia took
centre stage…..THAT IS A PRIDE FOR MALAYSIA. All
those who presented, shared their findings to enrich us all
the delegates of the conference. Radiographers were capable
whether it is in the Hospital, University or as policy makers
for the profession. I would like to encourage our fellow Malaysians whether juniors or seniors in the field of Imaging to
come forward to share your experiences so that we are
heard. We need to be relevant in order to exist, so conduct
research in areas that require problem solving so that we as
radiographers can SHINE BRIGHT LIKE A DIAMOND! On a
final note I would like to extend my deepest gratitude to the
“Unsung Heroes” and my family members for their continual
support in me attending and participating at this prestigious
event.

However things took a different turn when Professor Michael Ward was called on stage to hand the ‘BEST ORAL
PRESENTER AWARD’. I was looking down but kind of silently praying if it is true, then it must be me. The name was
read out, the pronunciation of the name was not very clear,
then it was read out again slowly and sounded much clearer

DURING THE AWARD CEREMONY: RECEIVING THE CERTIFICATE OF MERIT FROM PROFESSOR MICHAEL WARD
(PRESIDENT of ISRRT) & MS. PUSHPA THEVI RAJENDRAN
(RADIOGRAPHER, MALAYSIA).

SINARAN DECEMBER 2013
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SINGAPORE-MALAYSIA RADIOGRAPHERS CONFERENCE
First and foremost, I would like to credit the Singapore and
Malaysia’s Society of Radiographers for hosting such an incredibly successful event. Being a first-timer to this collaborated symposium, I was actually very impressed on how
both neighbouring countries can host such a successful and
smooth sailing event despite each others’ busy schedules.
Furthermore, it was also the first opportunity for other
countries such as Hong Kong and Taiwan to be a part of this
reputable event. As I was only registered for the Radiotherapy Symposium, I could only pen down my experience for the
short but informative two-day event which spans from the
14 -15th Sept 2013.

Following the satisfying meal, the opening ceremony of the
28th Singapore-Malaysia Radiographers’ Conference (SMRC)
commenced at 2pm with the opening speech from both
presidents of their respective societies.
Then, the main talks were divided into 5 sessions which
ended at 6pm. I found the last talk of the day on
‘Management of Radiological Incidents and Nuclear Terrorism in Singapore’, particularly interesting as it was comical
how the presenter enlightened us about events that actually
occurred. However, what fascinated me the most was how
prompt actions were taken by the Singaporean authorities
in response to these events.

The conference was held at the National University Hospital
Singapore (NUHS) Auditorium where excellent topics were
debated and discussed by highly trained professionals from
around the world. After collecting the delegate tag and conference bag at the registration booth, we were ushered into
the auditorium to be divided into individual groups for the
hospital tour. Each group was guided by a group leader and
his assistant in the 1 ½ hour excursion. The crowd was directed to their respective stations such as the diagnostic
department, breast cancer centre and radiation therapy centre. It is remarkable as to how everything was so well
thought out; from their glove dispensing compartments, recycle bins, self service blankets to their impressive patient
registration system and handicap friendly facilities. The list is
endless. What appealed to me most was how closely knit
each department were to each other; with an intelligently
planned hallway which connects the diagnostic department
to the radiation therapy one as well as the doctors’ cubicles
and viewing stations. Colourful and vibrant signs mark the
elevators, stairs and public areas to give the staff and public a
soft but clear reminder of the hospital guidelines and practices.

The conference dinner was held at a quaint Chinese restaurant at Jurong Country Club and we were transported there
in two buses. The food was enjoyable and everyone was
keen to participate in the numerous mini-games that were
intended to break the ice. After the meal, the organizers
took us on a surprise sightseeing tour around Singapore
town where we got to enjoy the view of the city at night.
The symposium started bright and early the following day
and the Radiotherapy session was held at a conference
room. The crowd was overwhelming as enthusiastic delegates squeezed in to get a glimpse of the presentations.
There were seven topics discussed before a short break at
half past ten which include sharing of clinical experiences by
the respective speakers, discussion of new techniques such
as total skin electron therapy and SBRT and the use of CT
in distinguishing densities.
More experience sharing and informative presentations followed the tea break before the SMRC closing ceremony at
1pm. It was a heart-warming ending which includes exchange of gifts from representatives of Japan, Korea, Vietnam, Thailand, and Indonesia followed by a lucky draw
courtesy of Transmedic.

After the tour, we were steered to a waiting area where a
sumptuous buffet spread was laid out for lunch. It was a
wonderful to see some familiar faces and it was pleasant
catching up with old friends and colleagues; as well as making new ones.
SINARAN DECEMBER 2013
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therapist by profession, it was certainly eye opening to get a
glimpse of the Singaporean therapists in their day-to-day
practice during the tour at NUHS. With their new cancer
centre erected, it is no doubt that they will be able to reach
out to more patients out there and provide them with state
of the art care. I look forward to the next SMRC and may it
be as good if not better than the 28th!

Lunch was then served and the final three presentations
commenced after the meal. The Radiotherapy Symposium
ended at 3pm. The schedule for the previous two days
seemed rather tight in order to account for the variety of
presentations.
Nevertheless, it was informative and eye-opening for me to
see the standard of work in Singapore as well as the progress
in the field of Oncology in other neighbouring countries. Finally, I would like to acknowledge the amazing work and effort that both organizers have exhibited. It was a memorable
experience for me and my fellow colleagues. As a radiation

By, Stephanie Loo (Radiation Therapist, Pantai Hospital Ayer
Keroh)

A COURSE IN UPDATES FOR RADIOGRAPHY
FOR THE SELANGOR STATE 2013
By Ms.Pushpa Thevi Rajendran
Senior Radiographer, Diagnostic Imaging Department,
Hospital Tengku Ampuan Rahimah,Klang.

Tengku Ampuan Rahimah, Klang . The organizing chairperson
for this course was Pn. Mary Oommen Kochummen who is
the Chief Radiographers for the State of Selangor. The organising committee comprised of a mix of senior and junior
radiographers within the department.

A meeting held early August, 2013 amongst the Heads of
Diagnostic Imaging Department and Chief Radiographers of
Hospitals within the state of Selangor, it was decided that
the Diagnostic Imaging Department of Hospital Tengku Ampuan Rahimah, Klang would organise the update course.
Hence, 16th of November, 2013 the Diagnostic Imaging Department of Hospital Tengku Ampuan Rahimah, Klang organized the update course for the state of Selangor 2013.

The preparatory phase of this course was very challenging.
We started preparing since mid August, 2013 working on
details to ensure the course went on smoothly. From the
beginning, it was basically a great challenge to acquire the
sufficient funds for this course. In view of our persistent appeal finally funds were allocated for this event in a sum of RM
2,400.00. Though this was not sufficient, the organizing committee with their utmost effort did their best to make this
event a success. Besides that, we also gained assistance from
the Education Unit (Unit Pendidikan) and Stationery Store
(Stor Alat Tulis) who supplied us the required materials for
this course.

The course was organised for radiographers, medical officers
and radiologist within the state of Selangor. The theme for
this years update course in the state of Selangor was ‘ Imaging: Do It With Care’. The objective of this course was to
enhance continuous education in the field of medical imaging
and also infection control. The total number of participants
for this course was about 105 participants. The main participants of this course were from the 11 hospitals within the
state. Besides this, radiographers from health clinics also
participated in this course.

This was a very momentous occasion as the State Health Director Dato Dr. Hj Azman bin Hj Abu Bakar officiated the
opening ceremony of this course. Dato Dr. Hj Azman delivered a speech stating we, Radiographers are as equally as
important as the doctors in the medical field , hence we
should do our best to upkeep the name of our profession. In
his speech Dato Dr. Hj Azman also promised that for the
next updates course 2014, he will try to get allocation for the
course to be held out of the state of Selangor. The crowd

The advisor for this course was Dr. Vijayalakshmi Krishnapillai, Head of Selangor State Diagnostic Imaging Services and
also the Head of Diagnostic Imaging Department, Hospital
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applauded to this suggestion given by Dato Dr. Hj Azman.

enhance their knowledge in the up coming issues. Thus it
was decide by the organising committee, that the certificate
of attendance would only be awarded to participants who
had full attendance for this course.

Following this, there was about 6 presentations and a group
activity that was lined up for the participants of this course.
Dr.Vijayalakshmi Krishnapillai
delivered a
talk on
‘Medicolegal Aspects in Radiology’; Dr.Pushpa Ramanathan
on ‘ Radiology Operational Policy’; Pn. Haizana on Radiation
Protection Policy for the Selangor State; Dr. Annie Nelson
on Patient Safety Goals; Sister Nor Ain on Infection Control
in Radiology and finally a very inspiring talk by none other
than Tn Hj Daud Ismail, the Head for the Profession of Diagnostic Radiographers in Malaysia on ‘Kita Penjawat Awam’.

It was team work within the Diagnostic Imaging Department staff and also staffs of other departments in Hospital
Tengku Ampuan Rahimah, Klang to make this event memorable for all. We the Diagnostic Imaging Department of
Hospital Tengku Ampuan Rahimah, Klang faced many challenges in order to organise this course. So at this juncture, I
represent the Diagnostic Imaging Department of HTAR,
would like to extend our deepest gratitude to the organising
committee who worked tirelessly and also to the unsung
heroes who were not part of the organising committee but
supported our course to make this event a great success for
the Radiology Family within the state of Selangor. We hope
participants had gained knowledge and insight on the topics
that were presented and will be able to use the information
gained for the betterment of the service.

It was a privilege to have both the National Radiology Head,
Datin Dr. Zaharah Musa and Tn Hj Daud Ismail as the Head
for the Profession of Diagnostic Radiographers in Malaysia
present at this event. The talk presented by Tn Hj Daud
was exceptional, it was something that most senior radiographers who attended were waiting to hear. It was inspirational whereby we should do our profession proud by behaving and performing our job in a professional manner. By
doing so, we in directly project the image of confidence and
that will gain us the respect from our peers and also superiors.

Pictures during the course :

As this was a day event, we had lucky draws in between of
each speakers slot to make it fun and lively for the participants. Due to the lack of time the intended group activity
was slightly carried out in a different manner. Participants
and the organizing committee members took part in this
session. There were several video presentation that was
shown to bring awareness and to motivate the participants
towards a positive direction. The video that was really heart
wrenching was with Nick Vijucic, the man without limbs
who has achieved a lot by believing in himself. The moral of
this video was basically, most of us who are physically fit and
complete with limbs but we are often ungrateful. Our negative mindset stands as a stumbling block to our own success. So we have none to blame but ourselves if we do not
achieve our dream(s).

Pix 1 : The stage for the course was designed by our very
own HTAR, radiographers.

We the organising committee worked tirelessly to make this
event a success. The morning session had an attendance of
about 100 over participants however it was rather disheartening, that the number of attendees dropped after the lunch
session. We were rather saddened by this, as this course
was organised with the intention to impart knowledge to all
radiation workers in particular radiographers in Selangor to
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Pix 2 : Dr. Vijayalakshmi Krishnappilai (Head of Selangor
State Diagnostic Imaging Services and also the Head of
Diagnostic Imaging Department, Hospital Tengku Ampuan
Rahimah, Klang) ; Dato Dr Hj Azman bin Hj Abu Bakar
(Health Director for the State of Selangor); Datin Dr. Zaharah Musa (National Radiology Head and also Head of
Diagnostic Imaging Department , Hospital Selayang);
Dr.Pushpa Ramanathan (Head of Diagnostic Imaging Department , Hospital Ampang); Tn Hj Daud bin Ismail (Head
for the Profession of Diagnostic Radiographers in Malaysia
and Chief Radiographer in Hospital Selayang) and Pn. Mary
Oommen Kochummen (Chief Radiographer for the State of
Selangor).

Pix 3 : Tn Hj Daud bin Ismail (Head for the Profession of
Diagnostic Radiographers in Malaysia and Chief Radiographer
in Hospital Selayang)

Pix 4 : The Organising Committee for the ‘Course in Updates For Radiography for the Selangor State 2013’
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